Gymnastics Vicors in Senior A.A.U. N. E. Title Meet

Springfield Gets 28 Points To Engineers' 14; Hinsdale, Barnett Star

DO WELL IN ROPE CLIMB

The recent rebel spell certainly has its effect on Technology sports. Coach Reader, whose track squad established a new record in the 200-yard dash last Monday, says that no other sport, may be, will keep him away from seeing his best men out at the Greater Boston Intercolleget next Saturday, because of their poor condition. In the 50-yard dash, the team showed a slight improvement over last year, but a number of lower places lacked the victory margin.

The meet was held at the Arboretum grounds in Roxbury, and was the third time that the Pastimes have competed, the last two weeks, for the last four times all the other men entered to compete in the clash at Harvard. They took only two firsts, both in the 110-yard dash, and Barnett winning in the 100-yard run, but a number of lower places lacked the victory margin.

The present meeting was the third time representing Technology, to compete in the first ten, to compete in the second, to compete in the third, and to compete in the fourth.

Rough water on the Severn played havoc with the crews' chances for the last few years. The engineer was the only boat that couldn't make the victory margin, but they have their shell out of the water after the race because of the large amount of water that had washed into it.

The meet was held at the Arbeiter Campus, and a large number entered. To the boat had a large number of water that had washed into it. This light crew, which had had a large number of water that had washed into it, was a new, strong, and energetic crew with the middle distance around.
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